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ENCLOSURE: RESPONSE TO ADDITIONAL OPEN ITT.M FROM DRAFT SER FOR CHAPTER 15

We have reviewed the supplemental open item on the steam line break analysis
in Chapter 15 of the Midland FSAR provided by the R L Tedesco letter to
J W Cook dated September 22, 1981. Our response is enclosed.

Based on work performed at B&W for 205FA plants, we believe that DNB, due to
flux peaking and high subcritical multiplication, does not occur at minimum
subcriticality during a steam line break.

The response provided in this letter allows resolution of this open item prior
to issuance of the SER.
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TRANSIENT AND ACCIDENT ANALYSIS
DRAFT SER CllAPTER 15 RESPONSE TO OPEN ITEM

Open Item

Figure 15.1-9 of the FSAR indicates that core thermal powers of 25 to 30
percent are reached in the event of a 2.0 square foot main steam line break at
approximately 80 seconds following a reactor trip when the reactor system
pressure is about 700 psia. If a stuck rod were present, large local peaking
factors may occur and DNB may occur in local regions. Provide the core
peaking factors for this condition, percent of rods in DNB and core power and
pressure at time of minimum DNBR. Justify that thic case is bounded by the
double ended break case which is stated to produce the maximum number of rods
in DNB.

Response

The main steam line break event typically exhibits a suberitical return to
power phenomenon following reactor trip when analyzed using a point kinetics
prediction of average core pcaer. Core response to DNB following a SLB has
been evaluated for the Midland plant specifically for the time period near
reactor trip. Results of the evaluation of DNB at reactor trip, which is
considered the limiting case, are provided in Section 15.1.5.

An evaluation of core conditions for DNB response at the time of peak return
to power following a steam line break has not been specifically made for
Midland. An analysis has been performed generically for 205 FA core design
evaluating core thermal hydraulic conditions existing at the time of
subcritical return to power. The analysis was transmitted to the NRC via a
letter report entitled " Fuel Performance Evaluation for Subcritical Return to
Power Following Steam Line Break," from J H Taylor to Dr Denwood Ross dated
February 10, 1978. The evaluation of fuel performance at the time of peak
return to power confirms that margin exists to DNB following a steam line
break subcritical return to power. The evaluation also leads to the
conclusion that due to the large negative reactivity feedback, primarily
resulting from voiding, the return to power condition is self limiting.

The conclusions of the referenced evaluation are applicable to Midland because

of the similarities between the 177FA and 205FA core and the conservatisms in
the analysis. The magnitude of the return to power shown in Figure 15.1-9 of
the FSAR was predicted by the TRAP 2 code which does not include the negative
reactivity feedback due to local voiding. Realistically, the inclusion of
local voiding reactivity feedback would cause a significant reduction in the
magnitude of the return to power.

It is concluded that.a margin to DNB exists at the time of subcritical return
to power following a steam line break event and that the maximum number of
fuel rods in DNB will be bounded by the double ended break case discussed in
Section 15.1.5.
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